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In sum, it is important to question asymmetrical discussions where privileged institutions 

unilaterally draft and commit the forthcoming global scholarly publishing landscape. A 

more reasonable and inclusive agenda where nations and institutions of diverse realities 

may participate in the scientific discourse and propose a fair, equilibrated, and rational 

ecosystem for the future of publishing should be embraced. At the verge of a fundamental 

shift in scholarly publishing there is a need to substantiate much-needed further dialogue 

with a focus on the regional consequences of proposed agreements and the contemplation 

of Latin American traditions and realities (Alperin, Babini, Chan, Gray, Guedon, Joseph, 

Rodrigues, Shearer, & Vessuri, 2015). As stated recently by representatives of the 

African Open Science Platform, AmeliCA, cOAlition S, OA2020, and SciELO (São 

Paulo Statement on Open Access - Joint Declaration, 2019), there is an agreement with 

the ultimate goal of Plan S that all scholarly publications be published as open access to 

provide “universal, unrestricted, and immediate Open Access to scholarly information … 

achieved through a variety of approaches” (par. 4–5) and scientific knowledge be 

considered as a global public good. Nonetheless, in line with Arianna Becerril-García, 

chair of AmeliCA, who stated that “The commercial strategies that for-profit publishers 

have adopted for open access are ravenous, exclusionary and unsustainable. This is 

entirely contrary to the vision of open access that AmeliCA supports” (Poynder, 2019), 

the implementation guidelines of Plan S do not demonstrate how publishers will provide 

transparent costing and pricing and acceptable prices for less privileged institutions and 

countries. For a region that has an open access-funding model where each institution and 

country subsidizes its own publications, paying APCs at international market value will 

surely divert scarce resources available to support the non-commercial model in Latin 

America or, even worse, promote an APC business model in the region. Why should 

open access be a market? As mentioned by J. Alperin in his open review of this article: 

“The problem of Plan S for the region, as I see it myself and understand it from this 

article, is that it undermines and undervalues the current approach on both philosophical 

and financial grounds.” The future of open access global scholarly communications and 

open science will benefit from the existence of a growing number of institutions, 

countries, and regions that support and give priority to community-led nonprofit open 

access initiatives. This vision and these values are not reflected in Plan S.
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